The complex geometry and large index-of-refraction gradients that occur near the point of impingement of binary liquid jets present a challenging environment for optical interrogation. A simultaneous quadrupletracer x-ray fluorescence and line-of-sight radiography technique is proposed as a means of distinguishing and quantifying individual liquid component distributions prior to, during, and after jet impact. Two different pairs of fluorescence tracers are seeded into each liquid stream to maximize their attenuation ratio for reabsorption correction and differentiation of the two fluids during mixing. This approach for instantaneous correction of xray fluorescence reabsorption is compared with a more time-intensive approach of using stereographic reconstruction of x-ray attenuation along multiple lines of sight. The proposed methodology addresses the need for a quantitative measurement technique capable of interrogating optically complex, nearfield liquid distributions in many mixing systems of practical interest involving two or more liquid streams.
Introduction
Atomization and sprays are used for rapid liquid dispersion and/or mixing in a wide range of industries and applications, such as chemical processing, manufacturing, and combustion [1, 2] . Liquid impinging jets represent a subset of such spray processes and are utilized for rapid mixing and atomization of liquids with potentially differing composition or physical properties. Knowledge of the spatial distribution for each liquid provides critical insight into the physical mechanisms that describe the impingement process; including sheet formation, liquid breakup, and turbulent dispersion [see Fig. 1(a) ]. In the study of hypergolic propellants, for example, it is known that the two reactants can rapidly form gaseous products upon contact. The resulting gas layer can separate the two reactants, reducing mixing during primary break up and dispersion [3, 4] .
While a number of techniques have been developed to investigate important phenomena such as liquid breakup processes in the optically dense near-field of sprays [5] [6] [7] [8] , relatively few of these techniques have focused on binary liquid mixing prior to the onset of significant breakup and atomization. Conventional methods such as mechanical patternators [9, 10] are ineffective in regions where the jets have not fully broken up into droplets, and laser-induced fluorescence [11] [12] [13] and attenuation techniques [2] suffer from complex refraction patterns at the highly deformed phase interfaces that develop near the impingement point. As such, these measurements have been employed below the point of impingement where gas initiation and/or chemical reactions would originate, and the extent to which these early reactions might occur and alter the downstream spray development is not well understood.
Based on these downstream measurements, three near-field interaction regimes have been postulated to occur in the early jet interaction process. In reflective mixing, the jets do not have sufficient momentum to coalesce, and their trajectories do not cross. This results in poor interaction and mixing. At higher momentum conditions, transmitive mixing occurs because of the dual effect of high impact velocity and the presence of jet instabilities that allow ligaments from each liquid to pass through the opposing liquid to the other side of the liquid sheet. This occurs through jet fragmentation within the impingement zone and can increase the contact area and mixing between the two fluids. At sufficiently high jet momenta, liquid transmission may occur without substantial mixing; however, an increase in post atomization turbulent dispersion typically leads to improved overall mixing. Residing between reflective and transmitive mixing is a thoroughly mixed condition [9, 10] . Because these mixing phenomena have been inferred from downstream measurements, the local rate of liquid interaction at the impingement point and early onset of potential chemical reactions cannot be predicted. This ultimately limits fundamental understanding and detailed modeling of the mixing process for these and other types of jet mixing applications. In the current work, x-ray radiography and fluorescence are used to address these challenges and to enable measurements of binary liquid distributions in the impingement region itself, thereby providing key information about the processes leading to the mixing of unstable liquid jets. Because the primary interaction of low-energy (≤10 keV) x-rays with sprays is through absorption and weak scattering, it is relatively straightforward to relate the attenuation [see Fig. 1(b) ] to the path-length-integrated liquid density along the path of the xray beam. X-ray radiography, for example, has been demonstrated with high spatial resolution and signal-to-noise ratio in studies of liquid injection into gaseous environments using line-ofsight x-ray attenuation [14] [15] [16] . More specifically, studies of overall quantitative liquid distributions in impinging jets have recently been demonstrated [17] .
Unfortunately, x-ray attenuation by itself cannot easily distinguish liquids because both liquids will appreciably absorb x-rays, leading to ambiguity between liquid path length and relative concentration of each liquid. The goal of this work is to investigate the feasibility of utilizing x-ray fluorescence as a means to study the interaction of impinging liquid jets, particularly in the complex near-field region. In x-ray fluorescence, the absorption of x-rays by atoms leads to the emissions of fluorescence photons, also in the x-ray regime, at unique photon energies characteristic of the atomic number of the element emitting the fluorescence. Like x-ray attenuation, x-ray fluorescence benefits from insensitivity to refraction and strong scattering, but it has the added advantage of allowing each fluid to be uniquely identified using tracer elements that fluoresce at particular, known x-ray energies. By seeding two or more liquid streams with different tracer elements (at the ppm level), the liquids that originate from each jet can be tracked simultaneously with high dynamic range. In this way, two liquids with similar x-ray attenuation cross-sections but different tracers can be excited with the same x-ray source and differentiated by the characteristic fluorescent emission of those tracers. This approach is commonly used for static elemental analysis [18] , and researchers at the Advanced Photon Source (APS) at Argonne National Laboratory have also used fluorescence to study turbulent mixing in gases [19] .
A significant challenge associated with utilizing this approach for studies of liquid distributions is that, just as the incident x-ray beam experiences absorption, the fluorescence signal is also subject to absorption, leading to potential bias errors due to substantial nonuniform reabsorption of the fluorescence x-rays generated at various points in the flow. As such, the fluorescence signal is not only a function of the local liquid mass fraction but also the total liquid path length from each measurement point to the fluorescence detector. This is illustrated as the reabsorption path length (RPL) in Fig. 1(b) . Hence, in addition to demonstrating the use of x-ray fluorescence for studies of liquid mixing, this work evaluates different methods to correct for signal reabsorption and ensure quantitative accuracy. This includes a radiographic technique that relies on time-intensive attenuation measurements along multiple lines of sight (analogous to [7] ) to determine RPL and correct for x-ray fluorescence reabsorption, as well as a multiple-tracer approach that allows for corrections to be performed on an instantaneous basis. The latter takes advantage of the unique path-length dependent absorption of fluorescence generated from different tracer species seeded into each fluid. The details of each approach, their implementation for reabsorption corrections, and the accuracy of the fluorescence measurements are addressed in the following discussion.
Experimental setup
Experiments of liquid mixing were conducted using an impinging jet injector with 510 µm diameter orifice passages directed at each other with an included angle of 60°, as shown in Fig. 1(a) [17] . The liquid jets exit into air at atmospheric pressure and collide, forming a liquid sheet with varying breakup characteristics. The orifice passages have chamfered entrances and length-to-diameter ratios of 47:1 to ensure fully developed flow. The liquid velocities are maintained at V = 18 m/s by a pair of rotameters that are accurate to within 2%. The liquid properties of the salt solutions where similar to water within the accuracy of the measurements of viscosity (~1%) and surface tension (~3%) using a falling ball rheometer and force tensiometer, respectively. The density of the solutions increased approximately 0.5%, resulting in jet Reynolds numbers of Re jet = VD/ν ≈9000, where D is the passage diameter and ν is the bulk water kinematic viscosity. The consistency of the liquid solutions was held by mixing in bulk, and once the salts dissolved they would remain in solution.
Attenuation and fluorescence measurements were conducted at the APS 7-BM beamline, a synchrotron bending magnet beamline. The x-ray source creates a nearly collimated, initially polychromatic x-ray beam with high photon flux. The beamline consists of two enclosures, 7-BM-A and 7-BM-B. Enclosure A contains slits and a double multilayer monochromator to condition the beam size and to select a narrow range of x-ray energies, respectively. The monochromator can tune the photon energy from 5.1 to 12 keV (∆E/E = 1.4%). Enclosure B houses Kirkpatrick-Baez focusing mirrors [20] , the injector affixed to a two-dimensional translation stage, and the x-ray detectors to measure attenuation and fluorescence. The total detected x-ray flux is 1.4 × 10 11 photons per second in the absence of the spray. A thorough description of the beamline can also be found in [21] . Point-wise raster scanning data were collected while the spray was traversed along the minor axis shown in Fig. 1(b) and across the incident beam at several locations downstream of the nozzle exit.
Experiments were conducted using either single or dual tracers in each water stream and employed photon energies of 10.4 or 10.6 keV, respectively. In each case the x-ray beam was focused to 5 µm (vertical) × 6 µm (horizontal) full width at half maximum (FWHM). An unbiased 300 µm thick silicon PIN diode was used to detect the transmitted x-ray beam intensity for attenuation measurements. The PIN diode signal was normalized by an upstream beam intensity monitor to account for fluctuations in the incident beam. The relative x-ray attenuation along the path of the beam, and hence the amount of liquid along that path or the equivalent path length (EPL), was then measured using Beer's Law. For a monochromatic xray beam, Beer's Law can be written as: where I and I 0 are the x-ray intensities measured at the PIN diode with and without spray, respectively, µ is the attenuation coefficient, and EPL is the equivalent path length of the xray beam through the fluid. In the case where the liquid is not contiguous along the path of xray beam, then l is interpreted as an EPL of the liquid intersecting the x-ray beam. The attenuation coefficient, µ, is the product of the attenuation cross-section and number density of the fluid, which can be considered constant in the case of identical water jets and for small fluorescence tracer species concentrations. A silicon drift diode (SDD) photon counting detector capable of discriminating the spectral energy of each incoming x-ray photon with a resolution of 250 eV was used to measure the x-ray fluorescence generated by the interaction of the incident x-ray beam with the spray. The Κα fluorescence signal was integrated over a spectral region centered on the peak emission of each tracer. The SDD was placed at approximately 200 mm from the x-ray beam along the minor axis, as shown in Fig. 1(b) . Elastic and Compton scattering were minimized by detecting at 90° to the excitation beam, and there was no appreciable x-ray fluorescence from water to interfere with tracer fluorescence. Note that the fluorescence signal captured by the SDD at a particular x-ray spectral energy is proportional to the density of the tracer element that fluoresces at that x-ray energy multiplied by the incident x-ray intensity. The fluorescence signal from each tracer element, therefore, can be directly related to EPL of the liquid originating from each jet integrated along the beam path. Calibration for absolute EPL was achieved by comparing the fluorescence signal in the pure liquid jets to the attenuation signal measured using the PIN diode, along with appropriate corrections discussed further below.
The main uncertainty using this fluorescence technique is the reabsorption of fluorescence photons en route to the SDD. Two methods for error correction are proposed here. The first method, termed the stereo method, uses one unique tracer in each fluid and employs stereographic reconstruction to estimate the 3-D shape of the spray, as shown for a single zslice in Fig. 2(a) , and therefore the amount of reabsorption that may occur. Fluorescence and attenuation measurements were made along the minor axis followed by attenuation measurements made along the major axis to produce orthogonal views of the spray. These two views were reconstructed using a back projection technique followed by an iterative arithmetic reconstruction technique to generate an estimate of the liquid mass fraction in the z-plane. This allowed for the determination of the signal reabsorption. In this case, it was not possible to perform an instantaneous radiographic measurement orthogonal to the path of the excitation beam. As such, this approach provides data for reabsorption corrections on a timeaveraged basis and is susceptible to uncertainties due to instantaneous fluctuations in the nonlinear, path-length dependent absorption process [see Eq. (2)]. The fluorescent tracer elements for the stereo method were chosen to have absorption edges below the energy of the excitation beam (~10.4 keV), high fluorescence photon energy (> 8 keV) to minimize reabsorption, good fluorescence yield, and the ability to be easily dissolved in water. The two tracer elements initially included zinc (K-edge energy ~8.63 keV) and copper (K-edge energy ~8.04 keV) [22] seeded separately into each of the two jets. The second method for reabsorption correction, termed the four-salt method, uses two unique tracers in each fluid. The fluorescence photons from each pair of tracers follow the same path to the fluorescence detector but are at different x-ray energies; hence, they are absorbed at different rates for a given reabsorption path length (RPL) of liquid. The reabsorption ratio between the tracers can be used, therefore, to estimate the RPL and calculate the initial signal prior to reabsorption of the fluorescence photons. In the four-salt method, nickel (K-edge energy ~7.47 keV) was added to the zinc stream, and cobalt (K-edge energy ~6.92 keV) was added to the copper stream [22] to facilitate instantaneous corrections for reabsorption. As shown in Fig. 2(b) , each pairing (Ni-Zn and Co-Cu) maximized the energy ratio so that the fluorescence from one tracer of each pair would be more sensitive to reabsorption than the other. The concentration of each tracer element was 500 ppm by mass, which caused a negligible change in the overall attenuation coefficient of the liquids but allowed high fluorescence signal-to-noise ratio.
Several corrections are applied to the fluorescence data. The fluorescence signal of each liquid is based on the Kα lines associated with each tracer present in the spray, while signals from the Kβ lines are subtracted if they overlap with Kα lines. Matrix effects such as zinc Kα exciting copper are neglected due to the small concentrations of the tracer species. The effects of dead-time in the SDD are removed by multiplying the ratio of the input count rate by the output count rate [23] . The average dead-time was less than 10%, so the dead time corrections are considered minor. The effects of the attenuation of the incident beam as it passes through the spray were also corrected.
As noted earlier, an absolute correlation between the fluorescence data and the quantitative liquid distribution is obtained through comparison with the attenuation data. To obtain a quantitative fluorescence signal several possible sources of bias error are accounted for through linear corrections, including fluorescence signal reabsorption and mass conservation. Reabsorption of the fluorescence signal, R salt , occurs as the fluorescent photons pass through the spray, air, and the window of the SDD. Attenuation coefficients used in the analysis are tabulated in [24] . The correction is based on the RPL determined through stereographic reconstruction is shown in Eq. (2):
where R salt is determined by Beer's Law given the attenuation coefficient of the emitted x-ray energy and RPL, weighted by the local mass, m, divided by the total mass, M, along the major axis, y, and averaged over N pixels along the minor axis, x.
The two correction methods differ in how the value of RPL is determined. Figure 2 (a) shows the results of the stereographic reconstruction technique used to estimate RPL from the cross-stream slice of the spray. From each slice the RPL can be weight-averaged along the major axis for each data point. A sample spectrum of fluorescence from the tracer elements for the four-salt method to calculate RPL is shown in Fig. 2(b) . In the four-salt method, the ratio between the fluorescence signals of the two tracers in each stream is used to compute the amount of reabsorption, using the ratio in attenuation coefficient between the Kα photons of the two tracers. An example of the calculated signal ratio, R, is shown in Fig. 2(c) , where zinc is divided by nickel and copper by cobalt. As R is acquired at each instant, it facilitates efficient reabsorption corrections in post-processing. A calibration coefficient, M salt , is applied to match the EPL (or proportionately the liquid mass) measured through attenuation. Equation (3) displays the equality of mass in each jet with the total attenuation mass in terms of spatially integrated EPL (assuming constant density). Each correction is applied at each location along the minor axis, except the mass conservation coefficient, which is a global value used at all locations along the minor and z axes. The final fluorescence signal is a quantitative measurement of the EPL, which is proportional to the line-of-sight averaged mass for a given fluid density and area of interest.
Measurements utilizing the stereo and four-salt correction methods were conducted at separate times but at the same injector conditions.
The spatial resolution of the raster scans through the spray was limited by the selected point spacing of 25 µm. Noise in the attenuation and fluorescence signals was determined by the standard deviation in the flat field signal where no spray is present. The noise values equate to EPL values of 0.4 µm and 0.8 µm for the attenuation and fluorescence signals respectively. This gives rise to maximum signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) of 2300:1 and 800:1, respectively, for the attenuation signals (used for calibration from fluorescence signals to EPL) and fluorescence signals (used to measure the distribution of each liquid).
Results and discussion
The reliability of the stereo and four-salt correction methods can be tested by comparing the EPL of the free jets prior to impingement as measured using fluorescence with that measured directly through attenuation. The largest corrections are required in the copper-seeded free jet, as shown in Fig. 3 , because the fluorescent photons must pass through a longer reabsorption path length. Single liquid jet profiles show significant errors resulting from reabsorption of fluorescence photons before corrections are applied. Figure 3(a) shows a slight overcorrection of reabsorption, manifested as a right shifted asymmetric profile for the stereographic correction method. The four-salt method is able to capture the jet profile more accurately but with a slight undercorrection in the overall EPL. This undercorrection occurs because some signal from the zinc-seeded jet would appear on the side of the copper-seeded jet due to slight overlap of fluorescence signals on the SDD. Although a background subtraction method was used to reduce this interference, a small error would remain in some cases. As such, the EPL of the copper-seeded jet does not quite equal the EPL as measured by attenuation. After the corrections the error near the peak value in the copper-seeded jet are reduced from 60% to 2% and 45% to 3.5% for the stereo and four-salt methods, respectively. An additional bias error in the attenuation and fluorescence signals appears in the data as intensity spikes (e.g., near −0.1 mm and −0.3 mm along the minor axes in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), respectively). These are most likely because of droplets collecting on the injector face and falling through the x-ray beam. These transient errors are infrequent and do not appreciably affect the overall jet profiles or observations about the mixing process.
As might be expected, the jet liquid closest to the SDD experiences minimal reabsorption, and so another measure of accuracy is the symmetry in the corrected jet profiles. This is illustrated in Fig. 4 , which shows excellent symmetry between the two jet profiles during the impingement process. While the results from the two correction methods are very similar, slight differences at downstream distance from the impingement point −0.5 mm are due to uncertainties in the location selected for interrogation. Fig. 4 . EPL across spray using the (a) stereo and (b) four-salt correction methods at −0.5 mm upstream of impingement and 0.5 mm and 2 mm below impingement.
As the two jets begin to merge at −0.5 mm, they largely maintain their round spatial profiles, as connoted by the EPL values being similar to the widths in the jet profiles. It is also possible to detect long tails in the EPL profiles in the jet propagation direction that give an early indication that some fraction of each fluid is beginning to penetrate across the opposing jet. At 0.5 mm, the liquid jets continue to merge, as indicated by the overlap in spatial profiles, and the sheet begins to spread along the major axis. This sheet formation leads to an increase in EPL to ~1200 µm with a corresponding compression of the jet profiles along the minor axis to a combined FWHM of only ~380 µm, reducing the reabsorption path. At 2 mm, the sheet distribution thickens as liquid breakup and dispersion continues.
From the downstream distance required to achieve overlap in the spatial profiles of the liquid jets and from the approximate downstream propagation velocity of the liquid jets, it is possible to estimate that the merging process is complete within a time frame of about 100 μs (or less if the jets accelerate at the point of impingement). Based on this time frame and the distance that each jet propagates during the merging process, it is also possible to estimate an average velocity along the minor axis that is about 25-30% that of the initial free jets. This is not consistent with rates of Fickian diffusion but is indicative of rapid deceleration along the minor axis, likely due to transmission of liquid fragments through the opposing fluid.
As the uncertainties in the correction methods may vary downstream, additional information about the accuracy of the measurements is listed in Table 1 . The error is taken as the absolute difference between the attenuation signal and the sum of the fluorescence signals from the two fluids. All errors reported are averaged from data where the total EPL was greater than 100 µm and, therefore, include a wide range of EPL values. The error at the peak EPL is considerably lower than the values reported in Table 1 . According to these data, the stereo and four-salt methods have typical errors between 1.5 and 5% and 4-8%, respectively, after corrections for reabsorption. The stereo method has the advantage of providing a direct measure of the RPL without spectral analysis. However, this requires additional radiographic data orthogonal to the x-ray beam path to apply the correction. The error with the stereo method may result from overcorrection of fluorescence reabsorption due to the SDD not being exactly perpendicular to the excitation beam. The main source of error with the four-salt method is separation of the fluorescence lines from the different elements, particularly subtraction of the Kβ line from the Kα line of the element of next higher atomic number. The four-salt method does not require any additional data collection and can be performed at each measurement instant, but care must be taken when choosing tracers and analyzing the data, particularly where spectral features overlap. 
Conclusions
X-ray fluorescence was utilized for measurements of liquid distributions in the near field of impinging jets at various stages of the merging process. Absolute calibration using x-ray attenuation measurements enabled detailed characterization of the effective path length (EPL) profiles of each liquid jet after corrections for beam attenuation and reabsorption of fluorescence photons. Two methods to account for the reabsorption of the fluorescence signal were discussed and compared, including a stereo method using multiple line-of-sight stereography and a four-salt method relying on differential absorption between a pair of tracers seeded into each liquid stream. Errors due to reabsorption are reduced by factors of 30 and 13 for the stereo and four-salt methods, respectively.
The ability to track individual liquid streams can provide key insight into the complex mixing phenomena that develops during the merging of two or more liquid jets. In the current work, data near the impingement region confirm the existence of transmitive mixing very early in the process. Further examination of various conditions using this approach can, therefore, deepen the understanding of impinging jet mixing and help to validate high-fidelity numerical simulations and/or detailed physicochemical models.
